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Inputs to be trained into the network
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Here the input spelling is shown with 4-bit
chunks for simplicity.  The word is a 2 letter
to identify any lexicon words that match both
exactly, we set the Willshaw threshold to 2
characters in the relevant positions.









Activation - 2 input bits set: threshold at 2
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Superimposed output pattern after thresholding
0 0 0 0010
0 0 10 0 010
 
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Superimposed output pattern after thresholding
0 0 0 0010
0 0 10 0 010
 
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Here the input spelling is shown with 4-bit
chunks for simplicity.  The word is a 2 letter
to identify any lexicon words that match both
exactly, we set the Willshaw threshold to 2
characters in the relevant positions.









Activation - 2 input bits set: threshold at 2
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The input word ‘the’ is compared to
Superimposed output vector
3 characters input so threshold at 3.
first 3 letters correctly.
Both ‘the’ and ‘therefore’ match the
7 lexicon words trained in to the CMM.
Any word matching the three letters in 
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The input word-stem ‘engine’ is compared to
6 characters input so threshold at 6
11111
seven lexicon words trained in to the CMM.
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bit 4 - word array position 4
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Lexicon size (output vector length).
Graph for CMM memory usage with varying lexicon size
Memory usage for the spelling CMM
Memory usage for the phonetic CMM
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Graph of the Word Frequency
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indexing into an array of pointers to lists
Hash array of words
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Hash array of words with pointers to list array locations;
indexing into an array of lists
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Here the input spelling is shown with 4-bit
chunks for simplicity.  The word is a 2 letter
to identify any lexicon words that match both
exactly, we set the Willshaw threshold to 2
characters in the relevant positions.









Activation - 2 input bits set: threshold at 2
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Recall Figures for the System Configurations Evaluated
Queries matching 1 document
Queries matching 2 documents
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Recall Figures for the System Configurations Evaluated
Queries comprising 2 or 3 words
Queries matching 4 words
Queries matching 5 words
Queries matching 6 words
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